ETHANOL

PROBLEMS

Ethanol Fuel Treatment & Stabilizer

Eliminates most ethanol problems by lubricating, cleaning and
clearing fuel systems of water, resins, gums and carbon deposits.

Opti-Mizer MAX provides 4 layers of protection
∗ Keeps fuel fresh through suspension and dispersal
of water, resins, gums and deposits.

∗ Raises the phase separation threshold allowing
fuel to tolerate more water before separation.

∗ Lessens ethanol fuel damage with 10 times the
standard anti-corrosion capabilities.
If these three layers are not enough to protect you, this fourth
layer of protection kicks in...

∗ Provides warranty coverage for ethanol repairs,
Opti-Mizer MAX is the only product covered by an
ethanol warranty.

Exclusive technology combination, not available from any other product.
Part #
60612
61612M
60044
61624

Description
6-packs of pouches (treats 30 gallons)
16 oz. bottles (treats 60 gallons)
1-gallon jug (treats 485 gallons)
Pump for the 1-gallon jug

Retail
$11.95 ea.
$17.95 ea.
$79.95 ea.
$ 9.95 ea.

Win/Win
Eliminates most ethanol problems.
Any ethanol problem it can't solve...is covered by warranty.
The customer can't lose!
Interlube International, Inc. 170 3rd Street, Blaine, WA 98230, Bus: 800-332-5851 Fax: 360-332-9657 www.opti2-4.com

Eliminates most ethanol problems by lubricating, cleaning and clearing
fuel systems of water, resins, gums and carbon deposits.

Opti-Mizer MAX provides layers of protection
∗ Keeps fuel fresh through suspension and dispersal of water,

resins, gums and deposits.
∗ Raises the phase separation threshold allowing fuel to tolerate

more water before separation.
∗ Lessens ethanol fuel damage with 10 times the standard

anti-corrosion capabilities.

Retail
60044
Opti-Mizer MAX 1 gallon jug

$ 79.95

61624
Opti-Mizer MAX Pump
(2 pumps per 5 gallons of fuel)

$

9.95

Each gallon jug mixes with 485 gallons of fuel
That's just: 17¢ per gallon!

Great for bulk fuel storage.
Interlube International Inc.  170 3rd Street  Blaine, WA 98230
800-332-5851  www.opti2-4.com

